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o. Introduction 
Consider a particle executing random walk on the line. The particle starts at the 
point 1 and arrives eventually at the point N in a total of N + 21- 1 equaUy 
probable unit steps, I of which are in the negative direction. Both the origin and the 
point N are taken to be absorbing barriers, so that the particle may never visit 0, 
and may reach N only at the end of the walk. We seek the number PN., of distinct 
walks satisfying these restrictions. 
In the third edition of his celebrated book, Feller [4, p. 96] gives an explicit 
solution to this problem: 
f {(N + 21- 2) (N + 21 - 2)} 
PN,I = k =-~ kN + I - 2 - kN + I - 1 ' (I) 
with the usual convention that a binomial coefficient (=) is zero if either b > a or 
b < 0; thus the right-hand side of (I) is really a finite sum. Apparently, this result 
has been widely ignored in the combinatorial literature. One possible reason for 
this is that (I) is a rather unwieldy formula from which it is hard to draw useful 
conclusions. Using the well-known identity [6, p. 20]: 
q-I ~ ( n) 1 ~ (2 k7r)" k(n -2r)7T £oJ. = - £oJ cos - cos , 
i -0 lq + r q k -0 q q o:e;; r <q, 
we may verify that P3.I = 1 (obvious), and P4• 1 = 2'. It is laborious, however, to work 
out even the next two cases: 
=_1 (3+ V5)'+I __ 1 (3- V5)'+1 
ps., V5 2 \15 2 (alternate Fibonacci numbers), 
P6., = H3'+1 -1). 
In the present paper we choose an approach different from Feller's, and derive a 
recurrence formula: 
• This work was performed under the auspices of the USERDA. 
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P ~ ( 1)'+1 (N - 1 - i) P N.I+r = LJ - . N.I+r-i, 
i=1 I (II) 
r=[HN-1)]; 
the identical recurrence rule is shown to hold for the number of walks originating at 
intermediate points in the interval [1, N]. It turns out (Section 3) that the "indicial 
polynomials" of (II), 
PN(x) = i (-1)' (N -.1- i) x', 
i=O I 
are closely related to the Chebyshev polynomials. As a consequence, all the roots of 
PN (x) can be given in explicit form. In particular, we can show that, for fixed N, 
l~oo. 
For N ~ 6, the integers PN• I (N fixed) constitute new sequences; at least they do 
not appear in Sloane [9]. For this reason we append a short table at the end of the 
paper. As will be seen in Section 2, the PN • I have some claim to the name 
"generalized ballot numbers", a term already in use to designate a different set of 
constants [to]. 
1. A combinatorial problem on random walk 
Let N ~ 5 be fixed, and let yL 1= 0, 1, ... , k = 1, ... , N -1, be the number of 
random walks of step ± 1 on the integers 0, 1, ... , N, with exactly I backward steps, 
which start at k and reach N for the first time without reaching 0. The successive 
vectors (y:, ... , y:"'_I) may be constructed by the following algorithm: 
y~ = 1, k = 1, ... , N - l, 
k = 2, ... , N - 2, I ~ 1, (Ll) 
I I-I YN-I=YN-2. 
It is apparent that there are only n = N - 3 essential values of k, and we write 
(y I ') _ l: I _ ( I I ) 2, ••• , Y N-2 = ~ = x t, ••• ,x n , n = N -3. (1.2) 
In terms of the x~, the algorithm (1.1) takes the form 
x~ == 1, k = 1, ... , n, 
x~ = X~-_II + X~-I + ... + X~-I, k =2, ... ,n,l~ I, (1.3) 
x: = 2X~-' + X;-I + ... + X~-I. 
For N = 5,6,7,8 the first few ~' vectors (horizontal rows) are shown in Table 1. 
N=5 
55 34 
21 13 ys 
3 2 
1 
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Table 1 
N=6 N=7 
121 81 41 728 131 4488 3200 
Y(I4 
1288 
13 9 5 364 
3 2 
1 1 1 
29 
N=8 
14 
9 5 
4 3 2 
1 
The case N = 5 is seen to produce the (alternate) Fibonacci numbers, and one 
may regard the higher sequences (N > 5) as generalizations in the context of 
random walk. The significance of the separating diagonal in the above schemes will 
be made clear in Section 2. 
Certain values of N give rise to surprisingly simple sequences. Thus for N = 6 
(n = 3) one can show by induction that 
g' = 0(3'+1 - 1),3', H3'+1 - 1) - 3' + 1). 
(The cases N = 3 and N = 4 are trivial, with y: = y~ = 1, and y: = y~ = y~+1 = 2', 
I ~ 0, respectively.) 
We remark in passing that our random walk has an obvious connection with the 
"problem of gambler's ruin" [4, Chapter XIV]. In fact, 
is the probability of a player A reaching N (player B ruined) before reaching 0 
(player A ruined), A having initial wealth k and probabilities p, q of win (+ 1) or 
loss (- 1) per game. 
2. Some combinatorial properties of the numbers y ~ 
The algorithm (1.1) may be given an obvious geometrical form. Taking the case 
N = 6, we construct the diagram of Fig. 1. The numbers are just the y~; the arrows 
indicate a particular walk with 1= 5, k = 3 (downward diagonal arrows correspond 
to a negative step, forward horizontal arrows a positive step). There is another, 
familiar way of diagramming such a random walk which goes back at least to P.A. 
MacMahon. Each of the uk, I" walks of Fig. 1 may be represented in one-one, 
onto-all fashion by a positively directed rectangular path from the lattice point 
(k - 1,0) to the terminal vertex (l + N - 2, I). Here the path never crosses the 
boundary lines y = x, y = x - (N - 2); otherwise, the positive steps are as before, 
but the negative steps are upward directed verticals. In this representation, the path 
drawn on Fig. 1 would be that shown in Fig. 2. 
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364 364 243 122 41 
/ 
121 121 81 41 14 
/ 
40 40 27 14 !I 
/ 
13 13 9 5 2 
/ 
4 4 3 2 I 
/ 
I I I I 0 
2 3 4 
Fig. 1. 
,., 
Fig. 2. 
This bijection is of interest because it reveals a connection between the numbers 
y ~ (for restricted I) and the so-cal1ed "bal1ot numbers" apq' These numbers may be 
defined geometrical1y as follows. Let T(p, q) be the trapezoid with vertices (0,0), 
(p,O), (q, q), (p, q), p ~ q ~ O. Then the number of positive (rectangular) paths from 
(0,0) to (p, q) which do not cross the boundaries of T(p, q) is known to be the bal10t 
number (see [2, 3]) 
a = (P + q) _ (P + q) = (P + q) P + 1 - q . 
pq q q-l q p+l (2.1) 
In the degenerate triangular case p = q, this reduces to the Catalan number 
C - a __ 1_ (2P) P- PP- p +1 p . (2.2) 
Note that the random walks from k = 1, of 1 backward steps, if unrestricted on the 
right (N not an absorbing barrier) would be in one-one correspondence with the 
positive paths in the trapezoid T(p, q), with p = N + 1 - 2, q = I. It is in this context 
that the number of restricted walks (the restriction being that the paths must not 
cross the right-hand diagonal in Fig. 2) can be considered a "generalized bal10t 
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number". Unfortunately, this term has already been used to characterize other 
sorts of generalizations of apq (see, for example, [10, Chapter I]). 
It is worthwhile pointing out yet another interpretation of the numbers y~, 
although we shall make no use of it in this paper. Define the two integer sequences 
f(i), g(i): 
f(i)=i, 
f(i) = 1+1, 
g(i)= 1, 
g(i) = i - N + 3, 
i = 1,2, ... , I, 
i = 1+ 1, I + 2, ... , I + N - 3, 
i = 1,2, ... , N - 2, 
i = N - 1, N, ... , I + N - 3. 
Then, for given I, N, y~ is the number of nondecreasing integer sequences al::S; a2::S; 
... ::s; a I+N-3 such that 
g(i)::S; aj ::s; f(i), i = 1,2, ... , I + N - 3 
(see [3] for a discussion of this problem with g(i) = 1, all i, and f(i) an arbitrary 
nondecreasing integer sequence). This follows directly from the restricted trapezoid 
picture if we characterize each step of a positive path by its y-coordinate. 
We now exhibit two relations between our doubly restricted random walks and 
the ballot numbers. • 
Theorem 2.1. If 1 ::s; I ::s; k - 1, the y i restricted random walks correspond to all the 
positive paths from A to C in the complete trapezoid with vertices A = (k - 1,0), 
B = (N - 2,0), C = (N - 2 + I, I), D = (k - 1, I), so that 
y~= aN-I-k+I," k = 2, ... , N - 1, 1 ::s; I::s; k - 1. (2.3) 
In particular, for k = N - 1, we have 
y:-'-I = a',1 = C
" 
1::s; I::s; N -2. (2.4) 
Proof. Identification of the y i walks with the paths in the trapezoid defined by 
A, B, C, D is geometrically obvious (note that the trapezoid is upside down and 
backwards; this does not affect the argument). The result then follows from the 
definition of apq' 
Corollary 2.2. Under the identification x! = y!+1o j = 1,2, ... , N - 3, of Section 1, 
the relations (2.3) and (2.4) become 
x!= an+l-j+I,,, j = 1, ... ,n, 1 ::s; I ::s; j, (2.5) 
(2.6) 
Thus all the numbers x ~ in Table 1 below the diagonals are ballot numbers, the 
last (n th) column consisting of Catalan numbers for I::s; n.-
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It is also possible to characterize the numbers X: of the first column in terms of 
ballot numbers for all I ~ n + 2. In fact, we have: 
Theorem 2.3. The number of doubly restricted random walks from k = 1 to the 
terminal position k = N - 1, for all I ~ N - 1, is given by 
I = ,= (21 + N -3) _ (21 + N -3) _ {(21 + N -4) _ (21 + N -4)} 
Yl Y2 I 1-1 /-2 [-3 
_ {(21 + N -4) _ (21 + N -4)} (2.7) 
1-3 1-4' 
Proof. Each walk comprised in y: is uniquely defined by a path from 0 = (0,0) to 
C = (l + N - 3, I) in Fig. 2 which does not cross the bounding lines y = x and 
y = x - (N - 2). Clearly, each such path must pass through one and only one of the 
two points A = (I + N - 3, I - 1), B = (l + N - 4, I). Now the reflections of the 
points A, B in the line L: y = x - (N - 1) are the points A' = (l + N - 2, I - 2), 
B' = (l + N - 1, 1- 3) respectively; this is shown in Fig. 3 (N = 6, 1=5). 
,./ 
• c 
, -
2 - B' 
0 
0 I 
Fig. 3. 
The points C, A', B' each determine a complete trapezoid, in "standard 
position", and our contention is that y( is related to the ballot numbers associated 
with these three trapezoids by the equation 
y( = al+N-3,1- al+N-2,1-2- al+N-I,I-3. (2.8) 
Now the number of "allowed" paths from 0 to C, that is, those not crossing the 
stipulated boundaries, is just the total number of "ballot-paths" from 0 to C 
diminished by the number of paths which cross the right-hand boundary and reach 
C via A or B. But it is evident that each such "forbidden" path, when reflected in 
the line L from its first contact with L to its termination in A or B, is a ballot path in 
the trapezoid (0, A') or (0, B') respectively. Under the restriction I ~ N - 1 this 
correspondence is one-one and onto-all, and the theorem follows from (2.1) and 
(2.8). (Note that if I> N - 1, the correspondence is not onto-all, and more 
complicated reflections must be considered; this is precisely what must be done to 
establish Feller's formula (I).) 
Corollary 2.4. In terms of the numbers x (, the above relation reads 
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x\ = el : n) -e/ ~ t) - {e17 ~2- 1) - el 7 ~3- 1)} 
-{e17 ~3- 1) - el 7 ~4- 1)}, I ~ n + 2. 
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(2.9) 
Note. The preceding argument is valid only for I ~ 3, with special attention to the 
degenerate trapezoid involved when 1= 3. The relations (2.7), (2.9) can be shown to 
hold for 1= 0, 1,2 as well, by special methods which we omit. 
3. Characteristic polynomial of the basic matrix 
The recurrence rule (1.3) may be written in the matrix form 
( I ') ('-I I-I)A XJ",.,Xn = XI "",Xn , I ~ 1, 
so that one has for all I ~ 0, 
~' == (x~, ... , x~) = (1, ... , I)A ,== lA I, (3.1) 
where 
A = [~ n, [ i ~ ~ ~ 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
in the cases n = 2,3,4, .... 
We obtain here an explicit formula for the characteristic polynomial 
of the n x n matrix A. This will in turn yield a remarkable recursion formula for the 
numbers x ~ in each kth column of the arrays exemplified in Table 1. We must first 
obtain some preliminary results. 
Lemma 3.1. If DI = A, and for n ~ 2, D. is the determinant of the n x n tridiagonal 
matrix with A'S on the diagonal, - A'S on the lower semi -diagonal, and - l' s on the 
upper semi-diagonal (with D's elsewhere, of course), then 
D.+2 = A (D.+ I - D.), n~1. (3.2) 
Proof. Expand Dn by elements of the first row, and the second of the two resulting 
minors by elements of its first column. 
Lemma 3.2. For the Dn of Lemma 3.1, we have explicitly 
D2m = Ami (- lY (2m. - i\ A m- i , 
}=o J) 
D 2m >1 = A m+1 i (- lY (2m ~ 1- i\ A m-i , 
i=O J) 
m ~l, 
(3.3) 
m ~ 1. 
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Proof. Since D2 = A (A - 1) and D3 = A 2(A - 2), the basis for induction is clear. 
Using Lemma 3.1, the induction step follows: 
= A m+1 {~ (_ 1Y (2m ~ 1- ') A m+l-i _ ~ (_ 1Y (2m. -') A m-i } 
I ~O , I~O , 
+ ~I (-1y+1 (2m. -,) A m-j + (_1)m+l} 
1-0 , 
= A m+l L (- 1)1 . ' A m+l-i , as reqUIred In (3.3). m+l . (2m +2- ) . . 
i-O ] 
Using this result, we then obtain in a similar way the formula for D 2m + 3 (we omit 
the details). 
Lemma 3.3. The n x n matrix A in (3.1) has characteristic polynomial satisfying the 
relation 
fn (A) = (A - 2)Dn- 1 - (A - 1)Dn-2 , n ;;;03. (3.4) 
Proof. Subtracting each row n - 1, ... ,2,1 of I AI - A I from the one below it, in 
that order, and expanding the result, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, yields equation 
(3.4). 
Lemma 3.4. The characteristic polynomial of A is given by 
n ;;;02. (3.5) 
Proof. The special cases n = 2,3 are easily verified. Fix n ;;;0 4. By Lemmas 3.1, 3.3 
we have 
fn (A) = (A - 2)Dn- 1 - (A - 1)Dn-2 
Using Lemma 3.2, we evaluate the latter in the case n = 2m ;;;0 4: 
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= A m-I {A m+1 - (2m - I)A m + i: (- lY (2m. - j\ A m+1-1 
J=2 ,J 
_ 2A m + 2 ~I (_ 1)1+ 1 (2m -: 1- i\ A m-I 
I-I ,J 
+ ~2 (_ lY (2m -: 2 - i\ A m-I-I + (_ l)m-l} 
J=O ,J 
= Am-I { A m+1 - (2m + I)A m + Z ( -lY em : 2 - ') A m+I-1 + (- l)m+l} 
= Am-I {% (- lY em: 2 - ') A m+I-I} = A -2D2m +2. 
The case n = 2m + 1 ~ 5 is dealt with in similar fashion, the details are left to the 
reader. 
Theorem 3.5. For the characteristic polynomial fn (A) = I AI - A I of the basic matrix 
2 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 
A 
1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
one has explicitly for all m ~ 1, 
f2m (A) = A m-I ~I (_ 1)1 em ~ 2 - ,) A m+I-1 == Am-I R zm (A), 
1=0 ] 
f2m+I(A) = A m ~I (_ 1)1 em ~ 3 - ') A m+I-1 == Am RZm+I(A). (3.6) 
1-0 , 
Thus fn(A) = A MRn(A) where M = [Hn -1)], and Rn(A) is of form 
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m+1 
Rn(A) = 2: rjA m+1- i , 
j=O 
as indicated above. 
Proof. One substitutes (3.3) into (3.5). 
Corollary 3.6. The minimal polynomial m (A) of the matrix A is its characteristic 
polynomial fn(A). 
Proof. It is known [5, p. 224] that m(A) = fn(A)/h(A) where h(A) is the g.c.d. of all 
(n - 1) rowed minor determinants of AI - A. But the top, right such minor 
determinant is ± 1. 
Corollary 3.7. The greatest positive characteristic root of A is the greatest positive 
root of Rn (A). 
Corollary 3.S. The characteristic polynomials fn (A) satisfy the recursion formula 
n ;a. 2. (3.7) 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.1, 3.4, 
A (/n+1 - fn) = A . A -2(Dn+3 - Dn+2) = A -2 Dn+4 = fn+2. 
Corollary 3.9. The polynomials Rn (A) of Theorem 3.5 satisfy the recursion relations 
R2mdA) = AR 2m +1(A)- R 2m (A), 
for all m ;a. 1.. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.8, one has 
Similarly, 
f2m+, = A (hm+2 - f2m+1), 
Corollary 3.10. The sequences of polynomials 
{R -2 == I, R" == A - I, R z, R 4 , ••• }, {R I == I, R I == A - 2, R" R" ... }, 
each satisfy the recursion relations 
(3.9) 
for n ;a. - 2, n ;a. - I respectively. 
Proof. The tirst two relations are easily verified. The rest follows at once from 
Corollary 3.9. We give the proof for n even. From 
follows 
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m ~1, 
RZm+4 = ARzm+z - 2ARzm+' + R zm 
= AR2m+Z - 2(AR 2m +.- Rzm)- R zm 
= (A - 2)R2m+Z - R zm. 
The proof for odd n is similar. 
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Corollary 3.11. All roots of the polynomial Rn (A), n ~ 2, are real, simple and 
positive. 
Proof. The sequences of Corollary 3.10 have the recursive properties of the Qv (x) 
sequences discussed in [7, p. 93], and hence each Rn (A) has all its roots real and 
simple. Indeed, the roots of each Rn separate those of Rn+z, Obviously, no root of 
Rn can be ,,;; O. 
As it happens, much more can be said about the roots of Rn (A), because these 
polynomials are closely related to the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind 
[I, Chapter 22]. The latter are defined by 
Up (cos 8) = sin (p + 1)8/sin 8 
and have the explicit form 
Up(x) = ~ (-l)i (P -: j) (2xy-2i , 
i~O J 
r = Bp], p = 0, 1, 2, .... 
From the defining relation, it is clear that the roots of Up(x) are 
x = cos krr/(p + I), k = I, 2, ... ,p (p ~ I). 
Comparing (3.6) with the explicit expression for Up(x), we have: 
Theorem 3.12. For all m ~ I, 
Corollary 3.13. For all m ~ I, the roots of R~m (A) are 
, k 
A = 4 cos- 2m + 3 rr, 
while those of R zm + ,(A) are 
t ' k A = ~cos- ~4 rr, 
",m + 
k = 1,2, ... , m + I, 
k = 1,2 •.... m + I. 
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Corollary 3.14. The greatest root of Rn (A), and hence the greatest characteristic root 
of the matrix A, is 
Ao = 4cos2 'TT'/(n + 3), 
with limit 4 as n -- 00. Moreover, the associated characteristic vector ~o is (Ao - 1, 1) 
for n = 2, (Ai, - 2Ao, An - 1, 1) for n = 3, and for n ;;:. 4, 
(3.10) 
Proof. The value of An results from Corollary 3.13. An inspection of the linear 
system gu(An/ - A) = 0 shows the correctness of the above forms of ~u in the cases 
n = 2,3,4,5. It is clear that (3.10) can be verified by induction on n if we can prove 
the identity 
Afn-I(A) == (A - I)Afn-2(A) - (Afn-3(A) + ... + A/2(A) + A (A - 2) + A) 
for n ;;:. 5, or equivalently, 
n;;:' 2. 
By (3.7) it suffices to show that 
Atn = fn + I + ... + h + A - I, n ;;:.2. 
This itself may be proved by induction, since it is true for n = 2, while the induction 
step requires 
fn+2+ Afn = A/n+1 
and this is (3.7) again. The interest of the above result lies in its application to the 
Frobenius theorem stating that ~I approaches the characteristic vector ~n of the 
greatest positive characteristic root Ao of A, when both vectors are normed to unity; 
moreover, the rate of increase of the components of t approaches An. 
We remark that our complete knowledge of the roots of Rn (A) allows us, at least 
in principle, to write down explicit solutions of the recurrence rule for fixed N. For 
example, 
[;;:'O,r=U(N-l)]. 
The c, are constants (dependent on N) determined by 
Ao AI A,_I Cn y'i 
A~ A~ A ;_1 CI y: 
A,-I A;-I A ,-I ,-I 
" 
, -I C,-I YI 
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where the matrix on the left is a Vandermonde matrix whose determinant is the 
difference product nO"",i<j(Aj - Ai), and the initial values on the right are given by 
(2.7). For actual numerical calculation, however, such solutions are not very useful, 
and cannot compete with the basic algorithm (1.1). The latter is an extremely 
efficient scheme, since it requires only additions at each stage of the calculation. 
4. Recursion formula for the ~' 
We saw in (3.1) that the solution vector ~' = (x~, ... , x~) is given by the matrix A 
in the form 
~1=lA', 1;;;;.0. 
Our object here is to prove that 
n;;;;' 2, (4.1) 
where the R .. (A) are the polynomials de~ned explicitly in Theorem 3.5. From this 
we may infer that 1 . R .. (A)A A = 0 for A ;;;;. 0, and hence 
m+l m+l 
0= L ri1· A A+m+l-j = L ri~A+m+'-j. 
j=() j=() 
For each k = 1, ... ,n we will therefore have a recursion formula for x ~ based on 
the relation 
m+1 L ri'x~+m+l-j=O, 
j-O 
(4.2) 
Since A satisfies its characteristic equation, we have trivially that 1 . A MR" (A) = 
0, showing that the relation (4.2) holds for ,1 ;;;;. M. To prove (4.1) itself requires 
further analysis. 
Since 1 == ~MA M and A MR .. (A) == () imply I· R"(A) = ~MA MR"(A) == ~M ·0 = 0, 
it will suffice to prove 
Lemma 4.1. For every n ;;;;. 2 and M = [Hn - 1)], there exists a vector ~M such that 
1 == ~MA M. 
Proof. For n == 2,3, 4 this is obvious. (The vector 1 appears among the rows of A 
when n == 3,4.) If n ;;;;. 5, then one sees trivially that 1 = ~2A 2 for the vector 
~2 == (0, ... ,0, - 1, 1,0), 
and this suffices for n == 5,6. We now fix n ;;;;. 7, with M ;;;;. 3. We contend that there 
exist vectors ~i such that 
(4.3) 
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whence 1 = ~MA M as required. Rather than giving an extremely cumbersome 
formal proof, we will illustrate the method for the case n = 15, M = 7. The linear 
equations in (4.3) all have the matrix A T (the transpose of A), and their successive 
solutions ~2' ••• '~M in the case at hand are seen to be those of Table 2. 
Table 2 
{2 {, {. {. {. {7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 -6 
-I 15 
0 5 -20 
-10 15 
0 -4 10 -6 
-1 6 -5 1 
0 3 -4 0 
-3 0 0 
0 -2 0 0 0 
-I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 () 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
For the odd case n = 2m + 1, it appears that ~M-I terminates in M - 20's and 
M - 1 binomial components, so that there are always 2M + 1- (M - 2) - (M - 1) = 
40's at the top of ~M-Io the next to last vector required. Now a solution of the 
system ~MA = ~M-I exists iff XI - X2 = X2 - XJ is satisfied for the first three compo-
nents of ~M-I' Thus we are safe with one zero to spare. The case of even n is safer 
still. 
Theorem 4.2. The solution vectors e satisfy the equations (4.2), specifically, for each 
k = I, ... ,n, and all A =0,1,2, ... , 
~I (_ l)j (2m ~ 2 - 1) X t +m+l-j = 0 
j-U 1 
~I (_ly(2m~3-1)x:',"+I-j=0 
,-" 1 
(n = 2m ~2), 
(4.4) 
(n = 2m + 1 ~ 3). 
Corollary 4.3. For each k = I, ... ,n, and all A ~ 0, the X ~ satisfy the recursion 
relations 
(n = 2m ~ 2), 
(4.5) 
(n = 2m + 1 ~ 3). 
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5. A combinatorial proof of the recursion 
It is curious that a proof of Theorem 4.Z can be made independently of matrix 
theory, but using the same binomial-coefficient relations which were exploited in 
establishing Lemmas 3.Z and 3.4. Moreover, this proof, which is sketched below, 
reveals some combinatorial relations not evident in Section 4. For the purposes of 
the present section it is more convenient to make the reverse identification 
t = (z~, ... , z D, n = N-3. 
We first show that each z~ is expressible in terms of the z: in: 
Lemma 5.1. For all I ;;,. 0, one has the relations 
1 = ~ (_ IY' (Zk - i) 1+2k-l-j z 2k £." . Z 1 , 
j~O 1 
Z'" Zk'" n, (5.1) 
1 = ~ (_ lY' (Zk + 1 -1) 1+2k-j z 2k + I 4.J . Z I , 
j=O J 
3 ... Zk + 1 ... n. 
Proof. As a basis for induction on k, we note that 
1 (Z) 1+1 (1) 1 Z2 = ° Z 1 - I Z .. (5.2) 
for alii. In fact, we know Z:+I = z: + z~, and secondly, from Z~+I = Z:+I + z~ follows 
Z~=Z~+I_Z:+I=(Z:+2_Z:+I)_Z:+I=Z:+2_ZZ:+I. Assuming (5.1) holds for fixed 
k ;;,. 1, and alii, we then prove by induction that (5.1) holds for k + 1. The method is 
that used for Lemma 3.Z, and Lemma 5.1 follows. 
Now from the two relations 
Z~-2 = Z:-I + ... + z~~ .. , n ;;,. 3, I ;;,. I, 
n ;;,.3, 1;;,.1, 
it follows that 
ZZ:'_I - Z~-2 = Z:-I + ... + Z~-_II + 2Z~-1 
= Z~_I + Z~-I = z~, 
or 
Z~-ZZ~_I+Z~_2=O, I ;;,. 0, n ;;,. 3 , (5.3) 
the case I = 0 being obvious. 
Substitution of (5.1) in (5.3) gives: 
Lemma 5.2. For n = N - 3 = 2m ;;,. 2 one has the relation 
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~I (-IY (2m ~ 2 - i\ z:+2m-l-j = 0, 
j-O 1 J I ;a. 0 (I ;a. 1 for m = 1), 
while for n = N - 3 = 2m + 1 ;a. 3, 
~I (_ lY (2m ~ 3 - i\ z :+2m-j = 0, 
j-O 1 J I ;a. O. 
Proof. For m = 1, these equations read 
I ;a. 1 (n = 2), 
l;a.O (n = 3). 
This first is the Fibonacci case, in which 
For the second, we have 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
from Lemma 5.1. From (5.3) we know z~ - 2z~ + z: = 0, so substitution of z~ and z~ 
yields (5.7). For m ;a. 2, substitution of (5.1) in (5.3) results in (5.4) and (5.5), using 
the same procedure as in Lemma 3.4. 
The relations of Lemma 5.2 may be written in the form 
~I (-lY (2m ~ 2- j\ z:+m+l-j = 0, 
j-O 1 J n = 2m ;a. 2, A ;a. m - 2 
(A ;a. 0 for m = 1), and (5.8) 
~I (_ IY (2m ~ 3 - i\ z:+m+l-j = 0, 
j-O 1 J n = 2m + 1 ;a. 3, A ;a. m - 1. 
Here again the difficulty lies in proving (5.8) for all A ;a. O. Setting A = m - 1, m 
in the first and second of equations (5.8) respectively we obtain 
~I (_1)j(2m~2-j\z~m-j=0, 
j-O 1 J n = 2m ;a. 2, (5.9) 
~I (_ 1)j (2m ~ 3 - i\ z~m+l-j = 0, 
j-O 1 J n = 2m + 1 ;a. 3. 
Since the z: for 0 ~ I ~ n are the Catalan numbers z: = C,+h we infer from (5.9) 
that 
L (-IY . C2m + l - j =0, m+1 . (2m + 2 - 1) 
j-O 1 
~I _ j (2m + 3 - ') _ £.J (I) . Cm+2-j - 0, 
j-O 1 
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for all m ;a. 1, or more compactly 
(5.10) 
(The case q = 2 is easy to verify.) 
The relations (5.10) for the Catalan numbers are known (they are implicitly 
contained in Riordan's book [S, pp. 153-154]). An independent proof can be given 
starting from the identity (see [6, p. 253]) 
[q/2J ~ (- l)i (~) (2q - 21'\ = 2q-' (q) ; 
}-o J q + r J r 
one writes (5.10) in the form 
~ (_ l)i (q + : - j) {(2q - ~j) _ ( 2q -:- 2j )} = 0 
1-0 J q - ] q - ] - 1 
and this relation can be established by simple manipulations using the quoted 
identity. 
From (5.10) it is easy to prove that 
Rq- 1(p)- Rq- 2(p -1) = Rq(p) 
for po == U(q + 3)] ~ p ~ q - 1, where Rq(p) denotes the linear combination of the 
numbers Cp, Cp-t. ... provided by the coefficients of (5.10). From this follows 
0= Rq(q) = Rq(q -1) = Rq(q - 2) = ... = Rq(po). 
For example, with q = 9, we see that, 
0= R9(9), 
o = R 8(S) - R7(7) = R 9(S), 
0= Rs(7) - R7(6) = R9(7), 
0= Rs(6) - R7(5) = R9(6). 
In this way we infer that (5.S) holds unrestrictedly. 
Lemma 5.3. For n = N - 3 = 2m ;a. 2 one has 
~1 (_ 1)1 (2m ~ 2 - f\ z i~+m+1-i = 0, 
i-O ] J A ;a. 0, 
while for n = N - 3 = 2m + 1 ;a. 3, 
~1 (_ 1)1 (2m ~ 3 - J\ z 1+m '1-} = 0, 
i-O ] J A ;a. O. 
Since formulas (5.1) express the elements z i of each column linearly in terms of 
the z:, the relations of Lemma 5.3 hold when z: is replaced by z t, and this is the 
result of Theorem 4.2, obtained in a combinatorial way. 
Table 3 (conl'd) 
~ 12 13 14 15 
'10 II 12 13 
2 64 76 89 103 
3 336 425 528 646 
4 15HI 2109 2755 3535 
5 6954 9709 13244 17710 
6 29260 42504 60214 83490 
7 119416 179630 263120 376740 
H 476905 740025 1116765 1645605 
9 IH74730 2991495 4637100 7012200 
10 7283640 11920740 18932940 29310996 
11 28048800 46981740 76292736 120674568 
12 107286661 IH3579396 304253964 49082882H 
13 40H239530 712493461 12033222H8 1976886616 
14 15471 292H4 27504509HI 4727337561 7898654920 
15 5844716616 10572046555 18470700776 31351584145 
16 22025185281 40495806764 71H47381189 123762906805 
17 1121136630954 154683305139 278446103452 486339962755 
III 311063ftH2160 5895041773H4 1075843106843 1903826698410 
19 1166646177136 224244H706435 41 462666H4560 7428725013375 
20 43712073618115 8517201473375 15945859603310 28907860655466 
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Appendix 
We give here a short table (Table 3) of PN• 1 = y \ (N), 7 ~ N ~ 15, 1 ~ I ~ 20. As 
remarked in the introduction, P3• 1 = 1, P4• 1 = 2', PS• 1 are the alternate Fibonacci 
numbers, and P6• 1 = H3'+ 1 -1); in addition, PN• O = 1. The table was computed by 
M.L. Stein (on the Los Alamos MANIAC II computing machine), by means of the 
algorithm of Section 1. 
Note. After the completion of the work, it was pointed out to us by John Riordan 
that G. Kreweras (Sur les eventails de segments, Cahiers du Bureau Universitaire 
de Recherche Operationnelle, Serie Recherche, 15 (1970) Paris) has studied the 
numbers PN• 1 = Y \(N) of our introduction, and obtained for them the recursioq (II), 
as well as an associated generating function. His methods are quite different from 
ours, e.g., he uses the generating function to derive a formula equivalent to our 
ballot number relation (2.8). Otherwise there seems to be little overlap; the more 
general vectors (y\(N), ... , y:"_I(N», with their generating matrix A are not 
considered. 
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